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Julius Caesar was a Roman soldier. He gathered

together eighty ships and sailed to Britain. A fight

took place but the Britons lost. The Romans set up

camp but the rough seas destroyed some  of their

ships so they returned to Gaul. Caesar then gathered

together a larger army. The following summer he

returned to Britain. The Roman soldiers went into

battle against the British tribes and many lives were

lost. Caesar returned to Gaul with prisoners and

the promise of taxes to be paid every year.

Julius Caesar Invades Britain
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Copy this writing and fill in the gaps:

Julius Caesar Invades Britain

Julius Caesar was a Roman _______. He gathered
together ______ ships and sailed to Britain. A fight took
place but the _______ lost. The Romans set up camp
but returned to ____ because the rough seas destroyed
some  of their ships. A larger army was gathered together
by  ______. He returned to Britain the following
______.The Roman soldiers went into battle against the
British ______ and many lives were lost. Caesar returned
to Gaul with prisoners and the promise of _____ to be
paid every year.



The Roman army was based on legions of between four
and six thousand men called legionaries. They were the
best Roman soldiers. An auxiliary soldier was not a
Roman citizen, was paid less than a legionary and was
given less important jobs.

A  Roman soldier wore armour made from strips of iron
and leather. On his head he would wear a metal helmet.
He carried a rectangular shield made of wood and
leather, which was curved to protect his body in battle.
Their weapons were a short sword for stabbing and a
long spear, or javelin, for throwing.

Roman soldiers trained to keep fit by running and practice
fighting. They could march twenty miles in a day wearing
armour and carrying their kit. They usually fought in lines
marching forward with their shields facing the enemy.
If arrows or rocks were fired at them from above, the
men would lift their shields over their heads for protection.

The Roman Army
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Answer these questions:
Section A
1 How many men were in a legion?
2 What was an auxiliary soldier?
3 What was a soldier’s armour made from?
4 What was a soldier’s shield made from?
5 What weapons did a Roman soldier carry?
6 How did Roman soldiers train to keep fit?
7 How did the soldiers protect themselves from arrows?

Section B
1 What suggests Roman soldiers were very fit?
2 What suggests a legionary was a Roman citizen?

Section C
Carefully draw and colour a picture a Roman soldier.



The first great road-building engineers were the Romans.
Between 400 BC and AD 400 they built nearly one million
kilometres (approx. 70,000 miles) of roads covering all
parts of the Roman Empire. The Romans built roads,
which were as straight as possible, so that soldiers could
march quickly to any place where they were needed.

Roman roads were extremely strongly built. They crossed
all sorts of obstacles such as rivers, marshes and ravines.
If they had to go through a forest a wide clearing would
be cut to prevent the danger of an ambush. The road
surface would be between one and two metres thick (3 to
6 feet). They were always built from local materials such
as sand, gravel, chalk and large stone slabs. The surface
of the road would be curved to allow water to run off each
side into drainage ditches.

The Roman army built and maintained two thousand miles
of roads in Britain during the four hundred years of Roman
occupation. It provided routes for trade and the
transportation of goods. After the Romans left Britain in
AD 410, the regular construction of new roads between
towns and villages did not start again until the 1700s,
almost 1,300 years later. Some Roman roads were not
maintained and over the years became overgrown and
lost. However, many roads used today follow the routes
of the original roads built by the Romans nearly two
thousand years ago.

Roman Roads
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Answer these questions:

Section A
1 Who were the first great road builders?
2 Why did they build very straight roads?
3 What did Roman roads have to cross?
4 How thick was the road surface?
5 What were the roads built from?
6 Why was the road surface curved?
7 How many miles of road were built in Britain?
8 When did the Romans leave Britain?

Section B
1 Why was it dangerous for the Roman army to travel through a forest?
2 Why do you think it was such a long time before road building began again

after the Romans left?
3 What is a ‘road-building engineer’?
4 Why do you think Roman roads were ‘extremely strong’?

Section C
Carefully draw and colour a Roman road being built.



To invade Britain the Romans needed
to sail from France to England with a
large army. To do this they used two
different types of ship. The ‘Triremes’
were fighting ships very similar to those
used by the ancient Greeks. They were
designed to cover long distances quickly
using oars and a sail. These boats were
very easy to manoeuvre and were built
for speed. They had three rows of oars
on each side and one man for every oar.
It took 170 men to power the craft. The
crew would be made up of slaves often
captured in battle. Crew members could
not be too tall as they sat below deck at
three different levels working their oars
in time with each other. It had a long
narrow deck that soldiers could run along
and fight from.

 Triremes were faster than ships that
ran only under sail. In a battle, the
triremes tried to get close to the enemy
ships and if possible crash into them.
The captain would order the ship to steer
straight at the enemy. A trireme was
steered by long oars at the stern or back
of the ship. Fixed to the front was a sharp
metal-covered point. If a trireme rammed
another ship at speed the metal-covered
point would smash a hole in the enemy
ship. Water would flood in causing the
enemy ship to sink. Sometimes the
soldiers would leap from their own ship
to capture the enemy ship. The arrival

of a fleet of ships was a very rare event.
One can only imagine what the Celtic
Britons thought the first time they saw a
fleet of ships heading towards their land.

 As well as fast fighting ships, the Roman
army would have commandeered local
merchant ships to transport their cavalry
horses, fighting machines and food to
supply their troops. These wooden sailing
ships would be wider in order to carry
more cargo and consequently much
slower in the water. They were built out
of wood with a single main mast and a
rectangular sail. Some ships also had
additional small sails at the bow and the
stern. They were steered by two large
oars, one on each side, at the back of
the ship.

 The use of merchant ships meant that
the Romans did not just have to buy
things that were made locally. Traders
sailed across the Mediterranean Sea
bringing papyrus from Egypt, glass from
Phoenicia, salt from Austria, cooking
pots from North Africa and olive oil from
Spain.

Roman Ships
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Answer these questions:

Section A
1 Why did the Romans sail from France to England?
2 How many types of ship did they use?
3 What was a trireme?
4 What were triremes designed to do?
5 What were merchant ships used for?
6 How was a merchant ship different from a trireme?
7 What was ‘a very rare event’?
8 How were the ships steered?
9 How many men powered a trireme?
Section B
1 Why did the Romans sail from France to England?
2 How many types of ship did they use?
3 What was a trireme?
4 What were triremes designed to do?
5 What were merchant ships used for?
6 How was a merchant ship different from a trireme?
7 What was ‘a very rare event’?
8 How were the ships steered?
9 How many men powered a trireme?
Section C
Carefully draw and colour a Roman ship.
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